This paper proposes nonparametric deconvolution density estimation over S 2 . Here we would think of the S 2 elements of interest being corrupted by random SO(3) elements (rotations). The resulting density on the observations would be a convolution of the SO(3) density with the true S 2 density. Consequently, the methodology, as in the Euclidean case, would be to use Fourier analysis on SO(3) and S 2 , involving rotational and spherical harmonics, respectively. We especially consider the case where the deconvolution operator is a bounded operator lowering the Sobolev order by a nite amount. Consistency results are obtained with rates of convergence calculated under the expected L 2 and Sobolev square norms that are proportionally inverse to some power of the sample size. As an example we introduce the rotational version of the Laplace distribution.
Introduction
Directional statistics involves data analysis on S 2 , the two dimensional unit sphere in Euclidean three space. There now is a large number of statistical methodologies available for directional statistics; see for example the general surveys found in Fisher, Lewis and Embleton (1987) and Jupp and Mardia (1989) .
The methodologies developed for the spherical setting involves generalizing the statistical techniques for the Euclidean space. In most cases, this generalization appears quite natural, particularly when the problem is parametric. The problem however, is somewhat more involved in the nonparametric situation and this includes: kernel density estimation for directional data, see Beran (1979) , Hall, Watson, Cabrera (1987) , Bai, Rao, Zhao (1988) and Hendriks (1990) ; and spline methods for directional data, see Wahba (1981) . To date, as far as we can tell, there have been no attempt at nonparametric deconvolution density estimation on S 2 , although nonparametric deconvolution methodologies for the Euclidean space abound; see for example Carroll and Hall (1988) , Fan (1991) and Diggle and Hall (1993) , as well as the references contained therein. Consequently, the focus of this paper is to provide a spherical deconvolution technique.
The idea in deconvolution is to statistically recover the density when observations consist of the true measurement corrupted by noise. In the S 2 case, we would think of corruption by noise as a random rotation induced by the transitive group action of SO(3), the set of 3 3 real orthogonal matrices of determinant one. This of course is the direct generalization of the Euclidean version where noise is introduced in terms of the transitive group action of the additive group of translations.
The general technique parallels existing Euclidean Fourier based methods. Interestingly enough, when such a strategy is adhered too, the mathematics is remarkably similar to the Euclidean version, with the exception that one has to appropriately modify the Fourier analysis. Indeed, the distributional impact of including noise in the prescribed way, results in a density that turns out to be the convolution of two functions; one density is on SO(3) representing the noise, while the other density is on S 2 representing the true measurement. If we then take the Fourier transforms appropriately de ned, the convolution becomes ordinary matrix vector multiplication. By assuming that observations come from this convolved density, we can empirically estimate the Fourier transform from the available data. Following this, we would need to invert and smooth the empirical transform. It turns 1 out that under relatively mild conditions, and conditions similar to the Euclidean version, consistent nonparametric density estimators of the true measurement can be obtained.
We now provide an overview of the paper. In Section 2, we provide the necessary Fourier analysis tools that will enable us to adopt a technology transfer from Euclidean space to the spherical and rotational spaces. This amounts to understanding Fourier analysis on SO(3), as well as S 2 . Indeed, the L 2 (S 2 ) Fourier basis, the spherical harmonics, is inherited from the L 2 (SO(3)) Fourier basis, the rotational harmonics, through the identi cation of S 2 with the quotient space SO(3)=SO(2), where SO(2), is the space of 2 2 real orthogonal matrices of determinant one. Consequently, convolution can be interpreted in terms of the distribution of a random vector on S 2 premultiplied by a random SO(3) matrix. This translates to ordinary matrix vector multiplication in the Fourier domain so that by inverting the matrix and inverting the Fourier transform, a general expression for the convoluted function can be obtained.
Section 3 statistically implements this procedure assuming that the distribution of the random rotation is known and inversion makes sense. Similar to the Euclidean setting, damping factors can be introduced to control the accumulation of the higher order frequencies and this will enable us to get consistency results for the estimator. We show that L 2 rates of convergence can be obtained when smoothness in the underlying density is assumed. We also make generalizations to Sobolev spaces. In such a setting, one can address the deconvolution problem in terms of Sobolev order as well as evaluate rates of convergence in terms of Sobolev norms. Indeed deconvolution leads to convergence in expected square Sobolev norm, depending on the error distribution, of order proportionally inverse to some power of the sample size, approaching the theoretically optimal order proportionally inverse to the sample size. Some remarks are made with respect to the random SO(3) matrix. Indeed, a rotational version of the Laplace distribution is introduced which apply to our method. We notice that convergence in appropriate Sobolev norms imply consistency of density estimators together with their derivatives up to a given order. We would like to point out that Sobolev techniques have been used in directional statistics in testing, see Gin e (1975), Spurr (1983, 1985) .
Section 4 contains the proofs to the statements of Section 3. Prior to embarking upon the task at hand we would like to point out that in principle, the analysis of this paper can be extended to any p ? 1 dimensional unit sphere, for p 3.
Indeed, one would proceed exactly the same only one would have SO(p), the space of p p real orthogonal matrices of determinant one, acting on S p?1 . We do however point out that the complexity for the higher dimensional spheres can be challenging and is one of the reasons why we are restricting our analysis to S 2 . Nevertheless, it is a fact that most noncommutative physical applications occur in this dimension. 2 2 Fourier Analysis on SO(3) and S 2
We will provide a brief overview of Fourier analysis on SO(3) and S 2 . Most of the material in expanded form can be found in Talman (1968) . Papers which directly deal with similar issues can be found in Lo and Eshelman (1979) and Wahba (1981) . Consider the function, (3)) with respect to the probability Haar measure and is sometimes referred to as the rotational harmonics, see Lo and Eshelman (1979) . In addition, if we de ne a (2l + 1) (2l + 1) matrix by
where ?l q 1 ; q 2 l, l 0 and g 2 SO(3), these constitute the collection of inequivalent irreducible representations of SO (3), see Talman (1968 2 0; 2 ), 2 0; ), ?l q l and l = 0; 1; : : :. We note that although an extra angle appears in the right hand side of (2.7), it is in fact independent of . This follows from going back to (2.1) and observing that when q 2 = 0, the expression becomes independent of .
One of the most useful tools of Fourier analysis is the fact that convolution of two functions in Fourier space turns out to be ordinary matrix multiplication. Indeed, let for all ?l q l.
Proof. Let f 2 L 2 (SO(3)). We note that
for ?l q l and l = 0; 1; : : :. Using the de nition of convolution, this is for all ?l q l, l = 0; 1; : : : as required. 2 
Deconvolution Density Estimation
We can now describe the deconvolution problem. Consider Z = X; (3.1) where is an SO(3) random element and Z; X are S 2 random elements, with and X assumed independent. The action is with respect to the transitive group action SO(3) S 2 ! S 2 which consists of ordinary matrix multiplication. Let f Z ; f ; f X denote the densities of Z; ; X, respectively. Through (3.1), the relation among the densities can be described by convolution, f Z = f f X as seen by following the familiar corresponding Euclidean result. Now considerf l X andf l Z as vectors given by (f l X;q ) q and (f l Z;q ) q respectively, andf l as the matrix (f l ;qj ) qj . By (2.9) we can write, f l X = f l ] ?1fl Z ; provided of course that the matrices f l ] ?1 exist for all l = 0; 1; : : : in a range of interest. In particular, if f X is bandlimited with bandlimit B, meaning thatf l X vanishes for l B; then we need only consider l below the bandlimit.
Statistically, (3.1) is describing the non Euclidean analogue of observations Z made up of the true measurement X, corrupted by noise . Our interest is in the unknown f X . It is assumed that f is known and that f l ] ?1 exists for a range of l's that concerns us. Since f X is unknown, f Z is also unknown, hencef Z is unknown. Nevertheless, we assume that a random sample Z 1 ; : : : ; Z n is available. This will allow us to construct an empirical version f n Z . By (2.9) a logical estimator forf X is thereforê f n;l X = f l ] ?1fn;l Z ; (3.2) for l = 0; 1; : : :. We can then produce a nonparametric deconvolution density estimator of f X by (2.6), the spherical inversion.
Consistent Estimation
De ne the empirical Fourier transform on S For two sequences fa n g and fc n g, symbolize a n = O(c n ) as n ! 1 by, a n c n , as n ! 1. If both a n c n and c n a n , we will use the symbol a n / c n . For f 2 L We remark that the above results are stated in such a way that they resemble as closely as possibly kernel estimators in the Euclidean case. In particular, the role of m is that of the reciprocal of the bandwidth parameter for ordinary kernel estimators. Consequently, in addition to consistency, rate optimization for m is also exhibited.
Generalization to Sobolev functions
In a technical sense, the most natural setting for using Fourier techniques are Sobolev spaces. In particular, this space of functions extends the L 2 space with a norm depending on smoothness properties called the Sobolev norm. Estimation in Sobolev spaces implies estimation of certain partial derivatives (see results ii. and vi. in this section). Some recognition in the statistical literature as to its usefulness has been addressed for Euclidean deconvolution density estimation, see for example Efromovich (1997) . Consequently, we would like to present the results of the previous section in this context.
On the space C 1 (S In such a case, (3.4) is exactly the density estimator proposed by Hendriks (1990) for S 2 . This is not surprising since if is point mass at the unit element of SO(3) then the observed data is the true measurement.
Consequently, an interesting error distribution should be between these two extremes with a free parameter to measure concentration. We present a new family of probability distributions on SO(3) with the property that the convolution of a probability distribution on S 2 with a member of this family raises the Sobolev order exactly by 2. Although the order of smoothing, 2, could be replaced by any other positive order, in this case we are able to give an explicit analysis of the family. The family has an exact analogy with the family of so-called Laplace or doubly exponential distributions on the real line, given by the density function 1 2 exp(?jxj= ); whose Fourier transform (characteristic function) is given by We have the following where for a given g 2 SO(3), a 3 3 matrix, the trace of g is denoted by tr(g). For < 2, is purely imaginary, and one may use the relation that cos(ix) = cosh(x), where cosh denotes the hyperbolic cosine function. Some background material as well as the proof of Theorem 3.5 is presented in Section 4.1.
As a referee thoughtfully points out, because the tangent space at the unit element of SO (3) is the space of 3 3 skew symmetric matrices which we will denote by so(3), an alternative parameterization of SO (3) SO(3) , the rotation angle is kak about the axis a=kak. Consequently, with respect to Theorem 3.5, r(exp(A)) = kak so that the latter is simply the rotation angle.
4 Proofs
In this section we will prove the statements given in Section 3. We rst compute the asymptotic variance. Proof. We note that, V ar(f n X (!)) = 1 n V ar(K n (!; Z)) 1 n EK n (!; Z)K n (!; Z); for ! 2 S 2 , where Z denotes the random S
